We consider a generalised symmetric eigenvalue problem Ax = XMx , where A and M are real n by n symmetric matrices such that M is positive semidefinite. The purpose of this paper is to develop-an algorithm based on the homotopy methods in [9, 11) to compute all eigenpairs, or a specified number of eigenvalues, in any part of the spectrum of the eigenvalue problem Ax = XMx . We obtain a special Kronecker structure of the pencil A -XM, and give an algorithm to compute the number of eigenvalues in a prescribed interval. With this information, we can locate the lost eigenpair by using the homotopy algorithm when multiple arrivals occur. The homotopy maintains the structures of the matrices A and M (if any), and the homotopy curves are n disjoint smooth curves. This method can be used to find all/some isolated eigenpairs for large sparse A and M on SIMD machines.
Introduction
Consider a generalised symmetric eigenvalue problem Ax = XMx, (1.1) where A G R , x e l " , A and M are real n by n symmetric matrices, and M is positive semidefinite. We shall always assume that the nullspace of A and M intersect trivially, i.e. (1.2) This kind of problem, for instance, arises from vibration mode analysis when a finite element method is used. In that case A is the stiffness matrix and M is the mass matrix. describes a predictor-corrector technique. A checking algorithm and some numerical results are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Throughout this paper we denote a positive definite (semidefinite) matrix E by E > 0 (> 0), and the j-th column of a unit matrix I n by e i . We define by ||x||-£ := (x T Ex) i/2 (E > 0) the £-norm of a vector x e R" , and by \\-A\\ E := max^ , 0 ||^4A:|| £ /||A:|| £ the matrix .E-norm of a matrix A e R"
x " . The set of eigenvalues of the pencil A -XM is denoted by a {A, M).
Some main theorems and conditioning
of the eigenvalue curve
The problem in finding the eigenpairs in (1.1) can be expressed equivalently as the problem of solving the system of nonlinear equations We claim THEOREM 
If the pencil A{i) -rjM(t) has no multiple eigenvalues for all t e [0, 1), then the point 0 6 l " x R is a regular point of H i. e., the Jacobian matrix \A{t)-XM{t) -M(t)x is nonsingular for each (x,X,t)eT. Furthermore, the set F is a one dimensional smooth manifold and can be parameterised by the variable t. [4]
PROOF. By a slight modification of the proofs in [11, 12] . Differentiating (2.2) with respect to t, using Theorem 2.1, we obtain
-x{t)}_\ C(t) -MitMtW-U-BW

A(t)\-[-x(t) T E 0 J [ 0 where C(t) := A(t) -k{t)M(t) and B(t) := (A-D)-k{t){M -E).
In the following we want to estimate the bounds of \X(t)\ and \x(t)\. If rank(Af) = n -k, one can prove that (see Section 4) the pencil A -kM has r finite eigenvalues, where n -2k<r<n-k.
Hence there are r bounded curves 
(2.6) In order to simplify the notations in the following paragraph we use || || for || lljj (E is positive definite, defined in (2.2)). Now, for t € [0, 1) we have and y { be the corresponding eigenvector with y t Ey i = 1, for i = \, ..., n . By assumption the rank of C(t) is « -1, we let a n = 0 and y n = x. In the following theorem we give a representation of the inverse of C and x , which cannot be directly derived by the proof in [9] . By using (2.13), (2.14) and the representation of C" 1 in (2.8) and by repeatedly differentiating (2.5) with respect to t, we obtain the bounds of the m-th derivatives of k{t) and x{t), which are good measures of the local conditionings of eigenvalue and eigenvector curves. (f)l indicates the smoothness of the eigenvalue curve X(t). Therefore, the poorer the separation of the nonzero eigenvalues {ff,}^, 1 C o{C{t), E) from zero, the poorer the local conditioning of the eigenvalue curve can be. The closer D is to A and E is to M, the better the local conditioning of the eigenvalue curve can be. Furthermore, the bound for |A* m '(f)| is independent of the size of the matrix, so growth in matrix size does not imply that the eigenvalue curve becomes ill-conditioned.
<K(\\A-D\\ + \k(t)\\\M-E\\
(2) For the special case M = E = I the quantity r\ in (2.12) is equal to 1, and d{t) in (2.10) is just the separation of the eigenvalues of C{t). Hence the bounds for |A (m) | and \\x {m) \\ in (2.15), (2.16) can be reduced to the bounds in [9] for the special homotopy (2.2) with M = E = I.
Prediction and correction
In this section we shall use an approach similar to the Li-Rhee algorithm [9] . Suppose that we have found {k{v), x{v)) for v e [0, 1). We compute the eigenpair {X{v + h) ,x(v + h)) with the stepsize h > 0 by following the eigenvalue curves and the corresponding eigenvector curves.
Eigenvalue prediction
As in [9] , for a given v e [0, 1) and a given stepsize h > 0 such that 0 < v + h < l , w e compute X{v) by using (2.5) and predict k Q (v + h) by Hermite interpolation P{t) at {k{n), \{n), A(i/), A(i/)} (fi is the previous step). For the case v = 0 we use the third-order Taylor expansion to predict A 0 (/r). Here A (2) (0) and A (3) (0) are easily computed by differentiating (2.5).
Stepsize updating
The stepsize prediction is somewhat difficult to handle in the homotopy method. Here, we give another method to predict the stepsize, which is different from the method in [9] . Although the eigenvalue curves have the order preserving property, our final purpose is to find all/some eigenvalues at t = 1. It is not necessary to cut the stepsize by half as does the method in [9] and spend much more computational time by using the prediction and correction checking algorithm to follow the eigenpair curve and preserve its order (for A and M with general structure, the prediction and correction are always the most expensive step in the whole homotopy algorithm). Indeed, when two curves come near at some point t € [0, 1), a jump to a neighboring curve may occur (see Section 5 Fig. 1, 2, 3 ). In practice, we only perform the checking algorithm at t = 1 to check whether multiple arrival of eigenpair curves occur (see Section 5 for details).
The difference between the eigenvalue curve X(t) and the Hermite interpolation P{t) is ( A + ( I / -/ I ) ) 2 for the next step, where X(y + h) is available by the following correction algorithm.
Correction
By using a similar method to that in [9] we can correct the predicted eigenvalue to the desired eigenpair. Suppose that {X{v), x{v)) is an eigenpair of the pencil A(y) -XM{v) (0 < v < 1). After the eigenvalue prediction we have an approximate eigenvalue
good approximation of the eigenvector of A{v + h)-XM(y + h). In this case, we perform the generalised Rayleigh quotient iteration (GRQI) [14, page 317], starting from the approximation x{v) + hx(v). If ||x(v)|| is large, then we prefer to consider the approximation (X Q {v + h), x(v)).
We first update the eigenvector by the generalised inverse iteration [15] ; secondly, we correct the updated eigenvector by GRQI starting from the updated eigenvector. REMARK 3.1. (1) The linear system of GRQI can be solved by the usual sparse solver. When the eigenvalue X{v + h) is acceptable, we can use the current L{/-factorisation of A{v + h) -X{v + h)M{v + h) and the formula described in [11] to compute x{u + h) and X(v + h) for the starting vector of the next step.
(2) The asymptotic rate of convergence of GRQI is cubic for a generalised symmetric positive definite pencil By Theorem 2 in [6] , GRQI converges quadratically, if x is sufficiently close to an eigenvector of A-XM.
Checking algorithm 445
Up to now, there are no effective theorems and algorithms to specify the sign-preserving property of the eigenvalues of A -XM by congruent transformations. In this section, we first show that the pencil A -XM has the following special Kronecker structure, and then give a checking algorithm to check the number of eigenvalues of A -XM in a prescribed interval. For a given real number a e l w e denote the number of finite eigenvalues of A -XM which are larger and smaller than a by n{A -aM) and [10] co(A -aM), respectively; the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix A by #pos(/l) and #neg(A), respectively; and the dimension of the nullspace of A by #n(A). [14, page 131] to calculate the inertia of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix, which is much cheaper than the above triangular factorisation. Now, we assume that the initial eigenpairs {d i , z ( ) for i = I, ..., n of the pencil D -kE in (2.2) are arranged in the order <$, < • • • < S n . As we mentioned in the stepsize updating algorithm in Section 3, for a given interval (a, /?) we want to check all eigenvalues in (a, 0) and locate the lost eigenvalues by using Corollary 4.3.
PROOF. It is clear that the pencil A -kM has exactly n(A -aM) -n{A -fiM) -dimyViA -fiM) finite eigenvalues in (a, fi). From (4.3) this quantity is equal to #pos(A Q ) -#pos(AJ -#«(A«
Checking algorithm
Given an open interval (a, ft), where a, /? are not eigenvalues of AkM. Given a number 0 < n 0 < n . Comment: In general, the final order (at t = 1) of an eigenvalue is close to its initial order (at t = 0), while some jumps occur. If we check some kj > /? or k } < a, we guarantee that k t > fi or k i < a for i>j + n 0 or i < j -n Q . Calculate the number of eigenvalues of A -kM in (a, /?): r 0 := #pos(A Q ) -#pos(AJ as in Corollary 4.3. Choose an index m e {1, . . . , « } (0 < m < 1) (e.g. bisect the set { ! , . . . , « } ) so that k m e (a, fi), where {k m , x m ) is achieved by follow- [12] ing the homotopy (2.2) using the method in Section 3 with initial vector 
Numerical results
A program based on the methods developed in the last two sections has been implemented on a CDC Cyber 184/840 with machine precision 2~4 9 . A typical example is first given to illustrate how our algorithm follows these homotopy curves (see Tables 1, 2, 3) . Then we present two tables, which record the execution times needed to solve pencils A -XM with various dimensions by our algorithm and the QZ algorithm [13] , respectively. Finally, we give a short discussion about storage and parallel processing. The results of the homotopy method are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 3 gives the eigenvalues obtained by the QZ algorithm with the error tolerance 10~1 0 (for eigenvalues). .1557098669£+00
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. In this example, we have an average of 2.2 steps for one curve and solving 1.716 linear systems for one step. Checking and locating all the lost Table  1 and Figures 1, 2, 3 , we see that homotopy curves 8, 10, 37 and 38 lead, respectively, to curves 10, 11, 35 and 37 and the corresponding eigenpairs are obtained by solving only one linear system. Curves 22 and 23 lead, respectively, to curves 21 and 22, and the eigenpairs are obtained one step which involves solving two linear systems. That some eigenvalues may be lost is a disadvantage of not preserving the order. In this example we lose three eigenvalues. Fortunately, from Tables 1 and 2 , we see that almost the same execution time of following one homotopy curve is needed to compute one lost eigenvalue by using the checking algorithm. In addition, numerical experience shows that the ratio of the number of lost eigenvalues and the dimension for tridiagonal and fivediagonal matrices is in the range [0, 0.1]. This shows that the bisection method applied to inverse iteration and GRQI is a good method to compute the lost eigenvalues, by using the computed eigenvalues as lower and upper bounds. Tables 1 and 3 show that the eigenvalues obtained by our method and by the QZ algorithm coincide up to about 10 significant digits. In general, the order of the eigenvalues at t = 0 and t = 1 for each homotopy curve may not be the same, but they are very close. This fact is very useful when we want to compute a specified number of eigenvalues in an interval (a, /?). We introduce briefly this procedure, here. We first determine the number of eigenvalues in (a, /?) and their orders, r, to r 2 , by the checking algorithm, and then follow homotopy curves whose initial orders are close to the range r, to r 2 . Finally, we locate the lost eigenvalues by the checking algorithm and compute them by the bisection method. Tables 4 and 5 record, respectively, execution times spent by our algorithm and QZ algorithm [13] to find all eigenpairs for tndiagonal and five-diagonal pencils. A and M are generated in the same way as the last example, but A, here, is diagonally dominant. The other parameters are the same as in the example. These two tables show that as the dimension gets larger, the homotopy algorithm gets better. Since the storage for the QZ algorithm is at least 3M , the case n > 180 can not be dealt with on our machine. But for our algorithm, 2n 2 +O(n) storage is needed. Moreover, only n 2 + O{n) storage is necessary if the computed eigenvectors are stored in the second storage. Essentially, the complexity of following one homotopy curve is O(n). Hence the complexity of finding all eigenpairs of a pencil by our algorithm is O(n ) . Because checking and bisection procedures can also be performed in parallel processing, the complexity becomes O(n) if there are n parallel processors.
